HENNEPIN THEATRE TRUST

2016-2017 YEAR IN REVIEW

Highlights encompassing activities from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017

Located in the WeDo™ MPLS Cultural District
Dear Friends,

This past year was quite an exciting one, marked by inspirational and unprecedented moments that brought transformational change to our community through the arts.

We enlivened the urban landscape and brought vitality to the WeDo™ MPLS Cultural District by bringing the best live entertainment to our theatres on Hennepin Avenue — the Orpheum, State, Pantages and New Century. We also made downtown a more positive, beautiful and welcoming place by revitalizing underused, unexpected spaces with Made Here. And we continued making positive impact in communities across the state through Spotlight Education — engaging the largest number of schools and students in the performing arts since the program’s inception.

We engaged new and broader audiences in truly unique ways with several Minnesota firsts: our 5 to 10 on Hennepin project, The 24 Hour Plays® and a sensory-friendly performance of a Broadway touring production — Disney’s The Lion King.

We also bid some farewells and welcomed a new space. Our founding president and CEO, Tom Hoch, stepped down after 22 years to pursue new and exciting opportunities. We moved out of City Center, closed our intimate theatre space, New Century Theatre, and opened a brand new chapter at 900 Hennepin — our new home and community event space located in the heart of downtown.

Our progress was made possible by so many people, businesses and organizations in our community. We’re grateful for our supporters’ passion and dedication — and we look forward to yet another year of inspiring positive change together.

Sincerely,

Our Mission

We create positive change through the arts by bringing together people, businesses and organizations in WeDo to create and enjoy cultural experiences.

We brought 600,000+ people downtown this past year to experience the best in live entertainment.

Mark Nerenhausen
President/CEO

Ann Simonds
Chair, Board of Directors
Driving economic impact in downtown by enlivening the city with top-tier entertainment in our theatres
Broadway Touring Productions

We energized WeDo by bringing hundreds of thousands of people downtown to experience our incredible 2016-2017 Bank of America Broadway on Hennepin Season. The line-up included some of the hottest Tony Award®-winning productions, as well as returning classics.

Based on celebrated, award-winning novels, the season included the Minnesota premieres of *The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time* and *Fun Home* — the 2015 Tony Award winners for Best Play and Musical, respectively. We also launched the U.S. national tour of *The Bodyguard*, starring Deborah Cox.

Audiences cheered at performances for returning favorites *Wicked*, *Mamma Mia!* and the 20th anniversary tour of *Rent*. 
Concerts and Live Entertainment

Audiences were abuzz as the stages of our three historic theatres — the Orpheum, State and Pantages — were brought to life with a wide variety of live performances.

Laughter lit up the playhouses with comedians Weird Al Yankovic and Jerry Seinfeld, as well as the hilarious duo Steve Martin and Martin Short. And music filled the theatres with a diverse lineup of concerts, including The Moody Blues, Ladysmith Black Mambazo and Il Volo.

Presented at New Century Theatre

We brought local talent to our 300-seat New Century Theatre, located in City Center. The line-up included the crowd-pleasing Triple Espresso and the Minnesota premiere of The Realish Housewives of Edina Part 2.

On May 31, 2017, we moved to our new space at 900 Hennepin and closed New Century Theatre.

The 24 Hour Plays®

In collaboration with the University of Minnesota Duluth (UMD), we brought to life a new theatrical experience for our audiences — a Minneapolis performance of The 24 Hour Plays®. The show featured some of the hottest theatrical talent in the Twin Cities, as well as nationally recognizable artists from both the stage and screen.

Six playwrights, six directors, 28 actors and a musical guest created six new short plays in the course of 24 hours — and performed them live onstage at our historic Pantages Theatre.

Proceeds from the Minneapolis performance went to support Spotlight Education and UMD Theatre Scholarships.

134 events with a total of 415 performances and 549,101 audience members filled our four theatres this past year.
Providing a safe, positive and welcoming experience in WeDo with unexpected activities and art
Made Here

Our city’s canvas was invigorated for visitors with Made Here. With presenting sponsor Andersen Windows, this project of the Trust transforms underused downtown spaces with art created by local artists.

We launched Spirit: Made Here in December 2016, featuring the work of over 60 Minnesota artists and 15 students. The Showcases explored the theme "spirit" through mediums such as painting, large-scale puppets and interactive light displays.

And in May 2017, we launched Future: Made Here, which explored the theme "future," providing a commentary on time and changes to our planet, society and community. More than 50 local artists and 120 students’ works were featured in the installation.

Vertical Mosaic Garden

We added a touch of creative greening right next door to our historic Orpheum Theatre with a one-of-a-kind work of art by local artists and community volunteers.

The 25-foot mosaic mural, made possible by Bank of America, includes a living garden of plants framed in LED lights above a colorful community-made mosaic.

5 to 10 on Hennepin

We enlivened the heart of downtown with our 5 to 10 on Hennepin project, energizing a five-block stretch of Hennepin Avenue between 5th and 10th streets as a vibrant destination for all to enjoy.

Each week, one block experienced a creative makeover, including live musical performances, games, family-friendly activities, food and public art.

The project was made possible with Southwest Airlines’ Heart of the Community program grant and technical support from Project for Public Spaces.
Building strong communities across Minnesota through arts education and accessible programs
Spotlight Education

Since 2005, Spotlight Education, our flagship education program, has sought to instill the core values of lifelong learning, leadership and community in the talented students who participate in the year-long program.

Students enrolled in their high school musical theatre programs receive professional training and guidance to enhance their artistic, technical and performing skills through four key components: masterclasses, production assessments, Critical Review and Spotlight Showcase.

6,300 students from 86 Minnesota high schools participated in Spotlight Education.

1,500 students performed at one of the two Spotlight Showcases at our historic State Theatre.

54 students participated in Spotlight Education’s Critical Review, expanding their analytical skills and professional writing chops.
Access Program

In partnership with Twin Cities nonprofit educational, cultural and social service providers, we provided tickets and engagement opportunities for individuals and families to experience the best of Broadway, music concerts, lectures and dance productions.

36 partnering organizations received donated tickets as part of Access.

Historic Theatre Tours

We offered the public a fascinating, backstage peek of our historic playhouses with our bimonthly theatre tours. Each professionally guided tour provided a look at the theatre’s architectural beauty, as well as historical insights and fun facts about the venues.

770 people were engaged in our city’s history through our historic theatre tours.

Sensory-Friendly Performance

In collaboration with Disney Theatrical Productions, we provided members of our community an exclusive opportunity to enjoy live theatre in a welcoming and supportive environment with a sensory-friendly performance of Disney’s The Lion King.

Made possible through a Minnesota State Arts Board grant, this one-time performance was specifically designed for individuals with sensory, social and learning disabilities, and their families.

An audience of more than 2,400 attended this magical and memorable matinee performance at our historic Orpheum Theatre.
Volunteers and Recognition
Volunteers

Our dedicated volunteers played a vital role in creating positive change in our community through the arts.

They supported a wide variety of arts and cultural experiences, including 5 to 10 on Hennepin, Made Here launches, Spotlight Showcase and performances at our four theatres.

313 registered volunteers

5,137 volunteer hours

59 volunteer-assisted events
Recognition

The stories and information we shared sparked new conversations and connections across our community. And we received recognition for our leadership in bringing the hottest new arts and cultural experiences to Minnesota.

In December 2016, we announced that Hamilton, the hit Broadway musical, would be coming to downtown Minneapolis as part of our 2018-2019 Bank of America Broadway on Hennepin Season. The news drew immediate attention and drove significant traffic to our website and interest in season subscriptions.

Print Media

919 placements
231,815,319 impressions
$16,494,028 in earned media

Social Media and Digital Communications

Our weekly emails reached over 313,000 people each week.

3,631,125 pages viewed by 1,056,315 users this past year;

64% were new users to our website.

34,264 followers on Facebook, a 14.2% increase from FY 2016.

10,604 followers on Twitter, a 7.6% increase from FY 2016.

1,951 followers on Instagram, a 19.7% increase from FY 2016.

#18
Orpheum Theatre's rank in Pollstar's Top 200 theatre venues.*

#79
State Theatre's rank in Pollstar's Top 200 theatre venues.*

#58
Hennepin Theatre Trust's rank in Pollstar's Top 100 Promoters.*

*January 1 – December 31, 2016
Financials
Financials

We are able to reinvest in our community and create transformative change with the revenue we generate – from ticket sales to the generous support from our donors and sponsors.

Revenue

- **84%** Ticket Sales $30,696,824
- **10%** Donor Contributions $3,552,008
- **3%** Grants $1,117,014
- **2%** In-Kind Contributions $608,286
- **1%** Sponsorships $322,275
- **1%** Miscellaneous $303,626

Expenses

- **83%** Theatre Programming* $29,837,766
- **5%** Theatre Preservation and Restoration $1,700,546
- **4%** Management and General $1,393,379
- **3%** Fundraising $1,164,679
- **2%** Education $858,153
- **2%** New Century Theatre $562,637
- **1%** Public Art and Placemaking $509,911

*Includes artistic company payments, direct marketing costs for all shows, venue costs, as well as marketing and communications operations.

To access the full Financial Statements from the fiscal year, visit: [https://hennepintheatretrust.org/year-in-review/](https://hennepintheatretrust.org/year-in-review/)
Staff, Board of Directors, Sponsors and Donors
Our Board of Directors and Staff
This list reflects Trust Board of Directors and staff members as of June 30, 2017

Board of Directors
Ann Simonds, Chair
Jay Novak, Vice Chair
Julie Beth Vipperman, Secretary
Travis Barkve
Scott Benson
Daniel Pierce Bergin
Judy Blaseg
Barbara Brin
Ralph W. Burnet
Andrea Christenson
Michele Engdahl
Gloria Freeman
Kathleen Gullickson
Jeremy R. Jacobs
Jeannie Joas
Syl Jones
Barbara Klaas
Jim Linnett
Mark Marjala
Annette Thompson Meeks
Andrea Mokros
Deneane Richburg
Norah Shapiro
Tom Vitt

Administration
Mark Nerenhausen
President/CEO
Naomi Pesky
Vice President of External Relations
Jim Langemo
Chief Administrative Officer
Brooks Becker
Accounting Manager
Brittany Bolstad
Director of Budget and Finance
Katie Driscoll
Accounting Assistant
Jamin O’Malley
IT Manager
Julie Stevens
Executive Assistant

Development
Nicole Arne
Sponsorship Specialist
Dan Fernelius
Individual Giving Manager
Julie Gotlieb
Corporate Sponsorship Manager
Robie Hayek
Development Specialist
Sarah Johnson
Development Research Coordinator

Kajsa Jones
Development Assistant
Karen Quiroz
Institutional Giving Manager

Programming and Marketing
Lisa Krohn
Director of Theatre Programming
Joan Vorderbruggen
Director of Public Art and Placemaking
Kelli Foster Warder
Director of Education
Laura Murphy
Associate Director of Marketing
Vanessa Agnes
Education Assistant
Jason Capra
New Century Theatre Manager
Tim Carroll
Business Relationship Manager
Jesse Daniels
Marketing Manager
Hannah Novillo Erickson
Public Art and Placemaking Coordinator
Matt Greseth
Interim Manager of Theatre Programming
Ari Koehnen Sweeney
Spotlight Education Manager

Megan Kunz
Marketing Manager
Mary Jane Mansfield
Public Art and Placemaking Coordinator
Nailah Taman
Marketing Coordinator
Pete Tedrow
Education Program Coordinator
Dudley Voigt
Critical Review Program Manager

Communications
Kari Ruth
Director of Communications & Strategic Initiatives
Chad Davis
Communications Manager
Laura Fagen
Communications Coordinator
Shanna O’Leary
Digital Communications Manager
Emily Sortor
Communications Coordinator
Dale Stark
Media Relations Manager
Our Sponsors and Funders – Thank You!
This list reflects our sponsors and funders for the fiscal period, July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017

Community Partners
Alphagraphics
Andersen Windows
Artful Living
Bank of America
Candyland
Capella University
Galleria Edina
Hines
Jack Link’s
Jimmy John’s
John Reamer & Associates
Mall of America
Mel-O-Glaze Bakery
Peace Coffee
Slumberland Furniture
Sun Country Airlines
Surdyk’s Catering
Tommy Carver’s Garden of Flowers
United Properties

Hospitality Partners
AC Hotels
Barre Restaurant
Basil’s Restaurant
Capital Grille
City Works
CRAVE Restaurant
Embassy Suites by Hilton Minneapolis Downtown
FireLake Grill House and Cocktail Bar
Fogo de Chao
Grand Hotel Minneapolis
Hampton Inn & Suites Minneapolis Downtown
Hell’s Kitchen Minneapolis
Hotel Ivy
The Hotel Minneapolis
Le Méridien Chambers
Minneapolis
The Marquette Hotel
McCormick & Schmick’s Seafood & Steaks
The Melting Pot
Mercury Dining Room and Rail
Mercy Bar & Dining Room
Minneapolis Marriott City Center
Mission American Kitchen and Bar
Murray’s Steakhouse
The Oceanaire Seafood Room
Radisson Blu Minneapolis Downtown
Randle’s Restaurant and Bar

Renaissance Minneapolis Hotel Residence Inn
Rock Bottom Restaurant & Brewery
Rosa Mexicano
Seven Steakhouse & Sushi
W Minneapolis - The Foshay
UNION Restaurant

Corporate Members
Atypical Title Inc.
Bell Mortgage - Gary Kirt
Cokato Licensing, Inc.
Counsel Wealth Management, Inc.
Create Play Connect
Curves of Hopkins/St. Louis Park, MN
Dray Consulting Group - Ann Yaggie and Denny Rozeboom
Ergodyne
Franzen Law and Policy Group
Hays Companies
HoneyBaked Ham Co and Cafe Itchin’ Post, LLC/itchinpost.com
McCollum Crowley Law Firm
Plastics International for Lundstrum Performing Arts
Precari Consulting
Quazar Capital
Stan Long representing Insperity Star
TSR Injury Law
Whitemore Fire Consultants, Inc.
Our Donors – Thank You!

**Guarantor**
(10,000+)
Scott Benson and Joe Andrews
William and Terry Dirks
Four Promises
The Hanifl Foundation
Steve and Diane Hanson
Tom Hoch and Mark Addicks
Mike and Linda Kennedy
Daniel and Heidi McKeown
Linda and Jim Milow
Fred and Ann Moore
Brian Pietsch
Bob and Celeste Rekieta
Jeannine Rivet and Warren Herreid II
Ann Simonds and Ken Rosenblum
Michael and Terri Uline
Margaret and Angus Wurtele

**Benefactor**
($2,500 - $4,999)
Anonymous (5)
Ranjit and Sara Ahluwalia
Gary and Leigh Anne Baker
Travis Barkve
David Bianchi
Greg and Sally Booth
Andrea Christenson
Dr. Scott and Caroline Colson
Dan and Cassie Cramer
Martha B. Dayton and Thomas M. Nelson
Jeff and Anita Donnelly
Michele and Mark Engdahl
Kittie Fahey
Patrick and Carol Goff
J.H. Gross
Jason and Sue Haus
Ryan B. Hemauer
Jan and Jeff Hslop
Jon and Beverly Holt
Virginia H. Morris
Linda Ireland and Susan Gillman
Brian and Jeriann Jones
Pete and Sarah Johnson
Sam and Sylvia Kaplan
Paul and Barb Kennedy
Barbara and Paul Klaas
David and Robyn Lamm
Bridget and Ross Levin
Pat and Sara Mack
Todd and Keri Mangis
Paul and Jane Martell
Keith M. Schwartzwald
Dr. Peter Sershon and Debbie Mastella-Sershon
Jack and Terri McKeon
Robert and Laurie McNeill
David and Jennifer Miller
Beth and Jeff Monsrud
Robb and Tina Richter
Bud Rotter Family Foundation
Schwei
Susan Stuart Seiler
Patricia and John Stang
Daniel, Jennifer, Raina and Zoey Tenenbaum
John Thysell
Tom Vitt and Kamala Udayamurthy
Shin Bee Waldorn and Family
Michael P. Spencer and Laurie Wilson Spencer
Kevin and Melaina Youngberg

**Financier**
($5,000 - $9,999)
Anonymous
Friends of the State, Orpheum and Pantages Theatres
Priscilla Brewster
Barbara Brin
Ralph and Peggy Burnet
Charles H. Clay Family CLAT Trust
Mary Ebert and Paul Stembler
Kathleen Gullickson
Mark Marjala
Jennifer and Jay Novak
Patricia Ploetz
GPS Foundation
Ethan Litman and Nora Litman
Douglas and Carol Skanse
Family Foundation
Ann and John Stauch

**Investor**
($1,000 - $2,499)
Anonymous (12)
Shannon and Aaron Allison
R.J. Anderson
Mark, Rachel, Regan and Jaden Anderson
Janet and Brad Anderson
Barbara and Paul Klaas
David and Robyn Lamm
Bridget and Ross Levin
Pat and Sara Mack
Todd and Keri Mangis
Paul and Jane Martell
Keith M. Schwartzwald
Dr. Peter Sershon and Debbie Mastella-Sershon
Jack and Terri McKeon
Robert and Laurie McNeill
David and Jennifer Miller
Beth and Jeff Monsrud
Robb and Tina Richter
Bud Rotter Family Foundation
Schwei
Susan Stuart Seiler
Patricia and John Stang
Daniel, Jennifer, Raina and Zoey Tenenbaum
John Thysell
Tom Vitt and Kamala Udayamurthy
Shin Bee Waldorn and Family
Michael P. Spencer and Laurie Wilson Spencer
Kevin and Melaina Youngberg
David and Stephanie Anderson
Bob and Nancy Anderson
Family Fund
Chad and Stefanie Anderson
Michael Armstrong
J. Scott and Sue Arrell
Harvey and Carol Ann Mackay
Beth Mitchell and Todd Balan
Michael Baxter
Brandon, Catherine and Bailey Beck
Al and Jeanne Beenken
Ralph E. Bell Jr.
Jon and Jeanne Berget
Karin Birkeland
LeRoy Blanchette
Chris and Rolf Bolstad
Mary and Dan Borgmann
Seth Breidbart
Chad and Dawn Brommer
William Brown
Julie and William Brown
Susan Harker Brunn
William and Susan Buesing
Bob and Sue Burns
John and Sonia Cairns
Michele and Curtis Carstens
Jonathan and Shanya Carter
Dr. David and Jane Christ
Will and Andrew Collis-Prather
Priority Courier Experts
Jay and Betsy Cutiliffe
Brian and Eileen Dauer
Douglas and Wendy Dayton Foundation
Nancy and Jan Doebbert
Thomas and Kaye Dooley
Tim Dordell and Kirk Ballard
Jacqui Dorsey and Richard Michels
Jack and Kay Dunne
Peter and Martha Eckerline
Barbara and Jacob Edholm
Thor and Karina Einarson
Rick and Tamara Ekstrand
Caryn Fine and Beth Swedberg
David and Sandra Frauesnhuh
Ian and Carol Friendly
Betsy Koonce and Joe Fromm
Dr. Michael and Jane Frost
John Gavin
Jeff and Jenny Geisler
Alan and Audrey Gerhardt
Paul G. Gertenbach and Katherine E. Reed
Richard Ginsberg
Ann and Jim Gosack
Chris Gottshall and Adam Pierce
Harrison and Marissa Grodnick
Anne and John Groton
Joan Anderson Grove
Paul and Kate Habeberg
Jim and Sue Haigh
Beth Haney and Scott Moore
Michele and Greg Hanson
Kenneth Harris
Andrew Harrison and Norah Shapiro
David Hartwell and Elizabeth De Bact
Tim and Shanna Hawkinson
Richard and Carrie Higgins
Ron Hoffman
DeAnna and John Hollerud
Our Donors – Thank You!

Bruce and Jeannine Hubbard
Dennis and Nora Hunchard
Birdie and Kim Jackson
Jeremy Jacobs and Kate T. Buzicky
James and Sandra Jensen
Dick and Beverly Jergenson
Alan F. and Karen L. Johnson
Nancy Johnson
Jeff and Amy Jones
Brian and Jeriann Jones
Grant Kamin
Ron and Bette Kassa
Nard Glarf II
Sean and Dr. Betsy Kearney
John and Susie Keilholz
John and Lynda Kern
Rick and Jamie Kiefer
Mary and Bill King
Bernie and June Knutson
K-Dawn Kohlman and Maximillian Shemesh
Karen D. Krenik
Herbert Krohn
David and Shari Krueger
Charlotte and Arnold Labofsky
Lacher and Mertes Family
Mr. and Mrs. William Laughlin
Tom Leach and Mary Kroon
Joel Lebewitz
Jack and Rhoda Liebo
Jim and Jeanne Linnett
Steve Litton
Daniel and Corina Loes
Ann Lowry and John Overton
Phil and Nancy Ludemann
Robby and Jorie Malk

Brian and Susan Mark
Debbie Marshall and John Oakes
Marianne E Merriman
Mary and Bob Mersky
Charles and Carol Modell
Dr. Brad and Nicole Moser
Dr. Nancy Moyer and Dr. Hugh Hultman
Matt and Marty Mueller
Ben Music and Barb Liese
Dr. Mark and Nancy Nelson
Chad W. Nelson
Dr. Myrel Neumann
Joe and Melinda Niemi
Randy and Donna Odegaard
Jim and Kathy Parsons
JoAnne Pastel and Bill Dunlap
Joseph B. Petrick
Steven and Amy Pfarr
Jim and Denise Potter Family
Foundation of the Central Minnesota Community Foundation
Steve and Julie Ransom
Al and Nancy Rausch
John and Kirsten Rice
Robin Ritter and Ben Emmons
Joan Abbott and Karen Roehl
Bud and Kathy Rooney Family
Wendy and Steve Rubin
Family Fund of the Saint Paul Foundation
Doug and Patricia Ruth
Carol Ryan
Matthew and Susan Samuelson
Ron and Sue Santrach
Sue and Mark Scharenbroich
Robert and Cecile Schauer
Noel Schenker
Mark and Margie Schroeder
Karen Scott
Dan and Melanie Sebring
Rossy and Richard Shaller
Lee Sheehy
Gregory, Piper, Tavia and Grayson Snyder
Patricia and Dennis Solberg
Donald Solits
Cindy Stade
Wayne and Jan Stahl
Ralph Strangis
Christi Strauss
Rachna and Michael Sullivan
Sean and Christa Switzer
Steven Tallant
Hindy and Scott Tankenoff
Mary Theisen
Deb and Steve Thorson
The Tiller Family Foundation
Scott and Patti Tongen
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Tutterow
Brian VanderWaal and Jeff Hlavacek
Adam and Phelisitie Voss
Steve and Dee Wagner
David C. Warner
Laurie L. Waterman
Karen and Jim Welch
Gary and Connie Winter
Paul and Nancy Wood
Denny Rozeboom and Anne Yaggie
Diane and Larry Zavadil
Ali and Carl Zinn
Adam and Anna Ziskin

Supporter
($500 - $999)
Anonymous (9)
Janet and Ken Adams
Genevieve Adler
Irene Andersen
Sandra Lee Anderson
Rick and Cynthia Anderson
Joan and Dan Arbach
Bettini Family
Debra Olson
Carol and Rory Boucha
Thomas Boyle
Brennen Thomas
Steve and Erin Buss
Karen Collyard
Nancy Corcoran and Bryan Skupas
Ann Decker and David Bunde
Shari Baldinger and Bruce Douglas
Donald LaMagdeleine and Kristine Drew
Susan and Ian Drummond
Steve and Mary Jule Erickson
Lucas Carty Erickson
Ginger Etzold
Luisa
Mrs. Alvera Franceschi
Andrew Fried
Dr. Leah M. Gordon, DNP
Joe and Loa Gray
R. Hunt Greene and Jane Piccard
Ray and Joan Hines
Jodee Hinnenkamp
Linda Hipkiss
David and Rachael Hoffman
Allison Holt
B. and S. Hotchkiss
David and Sharon Jaeger
Ronald and Deborah Jans
Jeannie Joas
Nancy Johnson
Jeff and Kris Johnson
Kim and Ray
Cyrus and Cynthia Kaschef
William R. Kleckner
Jon and Laura Knutzen
Erik and Cheryl Kolz
Ryan and Amy Kroll
Karen Kuhn and Pam Macias
Kathleen Lamb
Kirsten and Alan Langohr
Debra Lano
Bruno Bornsztei
Delores and Sheldon Levin
Sara Lind
David and Beverly Lohs
Craig MacLeod
Ryan and Denise Mallory
Mary Meyer Haugan
Michael and CJ Miller
Kara Murphy Tweedy
Brian and Jessica Murray
Spencer and Amy Neff
Cathy Nelson
Colin and Donna Norman
Carol Nustad
Thomas and Linda O’Connell
Michael and Nancy O’Loughlin
Margret and Larry Olson
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Linda Olson  
Jann and Renee Olsten  
Brian and Debbi Osowski  
Ryan and Aly Palmer  
Kevin and Cathy Palmer  
Daniel Pfeiffer  
Craig Thomas  
Mr. and Mrs. Peter F. Pierce  
Thomas Powell and Paul Hill  
Steve and Amy Raetz  
Kevin and Cathy Palmer  
Daniel Pfeiffer  
Craig Thomas  
Mr. and Mrs. Peter F. Pierce  
Thomas Powell and Paul Hill  
Steve and Amy Raetz

Associate  
($250 - $499)

Anonymous (16)  
Mike and Jackie Akin  
Linda Donaldson  
Scott and Kerry Bader  
Suzanne Blazer  
Janet Bartels and Phillip Bohl  
Dustin and Krystal Berger  
Jeremy and Carly Bergerson  
Timothy Dooley  
Judith Bowerd  
James Brockberg  
Alyssa Brown  
Sanaya Bharucha  
M. Susan Burns  
John and Claire Butler  
F. Clayton Tyler and Jackie Cherryhomes  
Eric and Elizabeth Stephan - Stephan Consulting  
Cherie Stofe  
Chelle Stoner  
Barry and Kelly Streit  
Joy and Richard Swanson  
Jennifer Thompson  
Bill Tilton  
Jason and Gina Tschetter  
Craig and Amy Twombly Family  
MN Aerials Gymnastics  
Todd and Maria Voita  
Karen and Bill Walkowski  
Dr. and Mrs. Nicholas M. Wetjen  
Joe and Jeanne White  
Atomic Data  
Dave Colwell  
Doug and Annie Cooley  
Janie Cornelius  
Jan Cotton  
Jeremy Coughlin  
Jeanine and Patrick Cunnien  
Judy and Terry Daily  
Jim Davis  
Colette Dolan and Melissa Weigand  
Chuck and Julie Donaldson  
Robb and Ellen Empson  
Jessica C. Evans  
Ellen Feldman and Ron Brockman  
Linda Foreman  
Jan Foster  
Bryan and Kari Fritsch  
Dan and Gwen Fromm  
Nate and Trissa Garvis  
Visala and Joe Goswitz  
Steve and Greta Grond  
Daniel A. Hetman  
Dennis Hill  
Moore Creative Talent, Inc.  
Diane and Anthony Hofstede  
James Hornibrook  
Gary and Laurie Huusko  
Irwin Family  
Lorraine Ittner  
Nancy and Les Jones  
Lee Ann Jorgenson  
Jennifer Kaatz  
Donald A. Kaiser  
Peter Maples  
Tim and Sue Kennedy  
Jayne Kennelly  
Dawson Kimyon  
Lisa and Ron Kline  
Robert J. Knoll  
Alex and Kirstin Kranz  
Gerry and DeeDee Kummer  
James D. and Johanna L. Lamm  
Paula J. Larson  
Jim and Elaine Laumeyer  
Victoria Leafgren  
John C. Levy  
Terri Luzovich  
Bill Manahan  
Jill M. Manske  
Ken Maslonka  
Carolyn McClain  
Cathy McCoy  
James and Bridget Mcgrevey  
Terry Merritt  
Stephen and Sheryl Mertz  
Sonny and Amy Miller  
Rosanne Monten  
Leni and David Moore Jr.  
Dr. and Mrs. Craig E Newell  
Wendy Nove  
Tim O'Connor  
Margaret Odlaug  
Rick Olson  
Mangala Pai-panandiker  
Carol and Jack Heitzinger  
Adam and Roxann Pike  
Gerilyn Potter  
Jamie Prendergast  
Henry Pryor  
Maureen and John Reinhart  
Barb and Larry Rivers  
Jolene and Gene Roehlkepartain  
Elena Rosas  
Peter and Beth Rozga  
Jane Sage and Christine Taylor-Rodgers  
Theresa Salerno  
Patrick Sauter  
Gary and Mary Schleckert  
Ruth Kopnick  
Ken and Katie Searl  
Steve and Kristie Shaffer  
Barbara Sletten  
Lori Smith  
Bill and Becky Smith  
Michael Smithson  
Cynthia Spongberg  
Sean Stalpes  
Lael Pickett  
Pete and Janet Steinhagen  
Randy Steinman  
Terence and Carolyn Sullivan  
Tara Syring  
Daniel and Jennifer Tenenbaum  
Terri Thiher  
Rima Torgerson  
M.J. Townsend  
Laurie Tremain  
Vicki Underland-Rosow and Ric Rosow  
Jill Vass  
Nichole Volbrecht  
Christine Weeg  
P. and M. Westerberg  
Shawna Willis  
Jennifer and Bart Winkler  
Jean Ysbrand  
Carol Nustad  
Margaret Odlaug  
Cynthia and Jerry Petricca
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Lori Pinkelman and Timothy Sjoquist
Henry Pryor
Alex Richman
Elena Rosas
Rich and Sherry Ruohon
Jill Rusterholz
Matthew Samuelson
Bonnie and Wayne Sandbulte
Dr. & Mrs. Craig Santolin
David, Karen and Makena Scott
Lee Sheehy
Tonia Shupien
Barbara K Sletten
Michael Smithson
Sean Stalpes
Mayna Stancill
Randy Steinman
Jay and Betsy Stockwell
Diane Hill Strand
Stephanie Sunnarborg
Laura Terwisscha
Alan Wagner
Tiller Family Foundation
Jeremy Wells

Contributors as of June 30, 2017.
Please inform us of any errors or omissions so we can make corrections in subsequent listings.
2016 – 2017 Year in Review

Hennepin Theatre Trust is a nonprofit organization that creates positive change through the arts by bringing together people, businesses and organizations in WeDo™, the West Downtown MPLS Cultural District. We serve the community through our four theatres – the Orpheum, State, Pantages and New Century – and our unique arts, culture and education programs.

Learn more at HennepinTheatreTrust.org
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